TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #324

N.W. 35  SEC. 27 26
COR. 34 35  T 1S  R 10 W WK.

S. E. 27

HISTORICAL: GLOR 24 ± 1857 SET POST

Book Page MAPS  A-1881
4  71  B-408
1  89  A-1584
10  117  A-1794

CONDITION

FOUND: STONE MARKED X

GONE
6" HEMLOCK  571° W  26' LKS  GLO
GONE
12" HEMLOCK  N  29° W  26' LKS  GLO
GONE
40° HEMLOCK  N  18° E  26' LKS  GLO
GONE
9" HEMLOCK  521° E  26' LKS  GLO
FD BLOWN OVER
30° SPRUCE  583° S  452' FT  BK4  A-77
FD WITH ROTTEN FACE
24" SPRUCE  N  20° E  528' FT  BK4  A-77
FD GOOD SCRIIBING VISIBLE
14" HEMLOCK  N  52° 30' W  782' FT  BK4  A-77

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILPECEMENT IN POSITION OF FD. STONE
4" x 4" x 48" Post  EAST 15' feet
84° Hat Section  NORTH 25' feet

NEW ACCESSORY:
30° SPRUCE  567° E  62' 0"  S35 07 TS CS
11° SPRUCE  565° W  33' 9"  TISRIOW S34 07 TS CS

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 150' NORTH OF OTHER CREEK IN A N-S. FENCE LINE. FD 1/2" PIPE DENT OVER STONE. PIPE IS LAYING ALONGSIDE MONUMENT.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: AL DUNCAN  RS 793  GAIL ARTHUR
DAK MCNITT  KEVIN DUNN

DATE: 1-13-76  PHOTO#: NW0-9  9-62

* = County corner tag affixed.